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• Business Agility requires a Flexible Work Environment
– Flexible Full-time Employees
– Contingent Workforce
– New Forms of Work and Types of Jobs

• A Comprise to a new Flexible work relationship

• A new class of Work-Life Balance issues
 

• Managing their Flow of work, Workloads, Identity, Reputation and 
Personal Data

• Corporate Digital Citizenry as a Quality-of-Life employment 
differentiator



Business Agility Requires 
a Flexible Work Environment

• Employers and Employees need Flexibility
– To break down organizational silos
– To access expertise from across the organizations
– To share employee resource costs across multiple departments
– To retain skilled employees or hire location-inflexible ones
– To drive productivity through increased employee engagement 
– To create employee career development opportunities
– To encourage individual innovation & idea cross-pollination
– After an extended period of downsizing, employees’ loyalty has been 

tested and they may be more unwilling to make the personal sacrifices 
for the sake of work1 

– Generational differences are also driving the need for more flexibility in 
the workplace. The younger generation of workers simply doesn’t view 
work the way their parents do1 



  

Flexibility for Full-time 
Employees

• Flexibility options
– Traveling employees (e.g., salesforce)
– Work from home (permanent)
– Work from home (part of the week)
– Remote & mobility offices 
– Client sites (e.g., services business)
– Flexible work hours

• To function as full-fledged employees
– Access to communicate and collaborate with coworkers, managers, 

customers, partners, etc. (e.g. social business)
– Access to applications regardless of location (e.g. cloud computing)
– Measures of productivity independent of time-based tracking



Flexibility through the Contingent 
Workforce

• Contingent workforce: 
Contractors, Outsourced works, Consultants, Temporary employees

• “In a survey of 41,000 employers in 35 countries and territories, more 
than a third of respondents said they view contingent labor as a key 
element of their workforce strategy” 

• 14% of employers across the globe now turn to contingent employees 
to:

– try out candidates prior to hiring for permanent positions, 
– provide longer-term flexibility, 
– quickly find talented people possessing specialized skills, and 
– outsource non-core business functions

• “Demand for specialist contractors and outsourced workers will 
rise, especially in knowledge-driven areas where technology 
allows talented people to work from anywhere in the world.” 2

World of Work Insight, 
Manpower Inc. 2009



  

Contingency unfortunately considered as 
an option mostly by disengaged employees

“26 percent of workers indicated an 
interest in becoming an independent 
contractor or consultant. 

60 percent of those interested in 
becoming an independent contractor 
or consultant are either passive or 
disengaged in their current jobs. 

This suggests that the workers 
most prone to considering the 
option of self-employment are 
generally those who are least 
engaged in their current work.” 3

-- Measuring the Forces of Long-term Change, 
Deloitte Center for the Edge

“Research from the Center for 
Work-Life Policy shows that 
between June 2007 and 
December 2008, the number of 
employees expressing loyalty 
to employers plunged from 
95% to 39% 4 

Another report indicates the 
number of highly disengaged 
employees has increased from 
1:10 to 1:5 since the first half of 
20075. 

-- World of Work Insight, Manpower Inc.

Measuring the forces of 
long-term change: The 
2010 Shift Index
Deloitte Center for the 
Edge, 2010



New forms of Work and Types of 
Jobs

• Collective Intelligence and Open Innovation

– Upcoming IBM Institute for Business Value study on business applications of 
Collective Intelligence describes many models of collective work: 

• Contests & Challenges, Idea Management, Collaborative Information Mapping, 
Template-based Design, Parallel Tasking, Communities of Practice, Serious Games, 
Distributed Q&A

– Open Innovation - company-external collaborations and business models:  Henry 
Chesbrough, Open Innovation (Harvard Business Press, 2005)

– Workers may now come from customers, business partners, even competitors 
collevtively contributing towards end goals, for financial or non-financial 
motivation



Virtual environments as employment 
markets

• Virtual Goods production / sale
– Estimate for virtual goods market: $6B worldwide by 20136 – Piper 

Jaffrey, Inc. 

• Virtual worker populations
– Full-time “Gold farmers” for online games in China: ~100K (in 2005) 7 – 

New York Times
– InnoCentive = ~12MM ‘solvers’ possible8 (2011)
– Amazon MTurk = ~400K workers at any one time9 (2009)
– oDesk = ~1.8MM hours worked, 97K jobs posted in month of July 201110

• Creating a variation of Labor mobility & the contigent workforce
– Geographic immobility, Virtual occupational mobility
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IBM Institute for Business Value study: 

“Today’s CMO: Innovating or Following?”

3M Australia: Corporate character grows more critical in the networked age…

‘Every employee has become a touch-point for the brand’

“We want employees to be excited about the company’s values and history as an 
innovator, so they can be a constant touch-point for the brand essence.”12

“Please bring your 
personal life to work” 

Employers leveraging 
“Beyond-the-Employer”
Professional Social Networks

Personal Life

Work Life



• Personal data from online activity creates 
“an emerging new asset class touching all aspects of society… 
personal data will be the new ‘oil’ ”  13

– Individuals’ direct or indirect actions generated 70% of digital data in 
20108 (IDC)

– By 2020, digital records will be 44 times larger than in 2009 (IDC)14

– Break from ‘industrial-age’ view of people as “consumers”

• Need an End user-centric view of transparency, trust, control, 
value  

• Juggling priorities and loyalties – to employer, to self, to 
communities

• To keep with the pace of social network activity, there’s 
increasing need for frequent of task & context-switching and 
cognitive load management15 of these priorities and loyalties

A New Class of 
Issues

Personal Data: The 
Emergence of a New Asset 
Class
World Economic Forum 
2011

Future Work Skills 2020
Institute for the Future + 
Univ of Phoenix Research 
Institute, 2011



New Issues: Managing flows & 
attention

• Between tasks within your primary job

• Between projects for your manager

• Between projects for multiple organizational stakeholders

• Between projects with external partners, customers, etc. for your job

• Between projects in multiple jobs

• Between crowdsourcing projects

• Between internal and external social networks



Managing Workloads, Identity, Reputation 
and Personal Data

• A new environment for how people work: 
– Flexible Full-time and Contingent employees
– Collective Intelligence & Open Innovation 
– Beyond-the-Employer Professional Social Networks 

• Emphasizes New Skills & Work Factors
– Manage your Flow 
– Manage your Network 
– Manage your Identity, Expertise & Reputation 
– Manage your Personal Data
– Leverage your Social Analytics



Corporate Digital Citizenship 
as a Quality-of-Life differentiator

Organizations need to support workers:

• Refactor Work to collaborative, collective intelligence, and social 
business methods

– Improved employee work freedoms as an employee engagement driver 
and recruiting differentiator:  assignment/reporting, work styles, work 
hour flexibility, personal projects, worker passion 

• Facilities for managing and monitoring personal data use
– Improving transparency, trust, control and value per End user-centric 

view
– End user-centric social analytics about “my actions, and use of my 

data”

• Commitment to worker digital reputation building as part of career or 
skills development



Corporate Digital Citizenship 
as a Quality-of-Life differentiator

Workers need to support the organization’s goals:

• Support Corporate ‘Asks’ of personal credibility & network 

• Cultural adjustment to new contingent work roles

• Emphasize Corporate values of trust, integrity, influence through 
expertise 

• Awareness of corporate policies on social media use, online activity 
monitoring and maintaining privacy
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